
OWN YOUR
PLEASURE!
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EXTRAORDINARILY AWESOME

 WOMENS LIFESTYLE EXPO'S
Nauti Parties will be
there, see inside for

Venues & Dates

www.nautiparties.co.nz

COCKRINGS 
What you need to know.

What? How? Why?

SPECIALS
What's on special this season!!

Great deals for you all.

NEW PRODUCTS
Exiciting new products?



2022
Dates

We'll be there again this year...
 Come say hi, find out about us & go 

in the draw for a Nauti Gift Pack



$129.99

$129.99

Satisfyer Pro 2 Next Generation - Touch-
Free USB-Rechargeable Clitoral Stimulator

 

Shhh – it’s a secret, a SEXY SECRET! Welcome to the
wonderful world of utmost discrete pleasure.
Tease yourself anytime of the day, as the SEXY SECRET is
made with comfort in mind. It is neatly tucked away in
your panty – making it abundantly easy to control via the
Satisfyer Connect app.

 SPECIALS
Satisfyer Sexy Secret - App Controlled USB-

Rechargeable Panty Vibrator
 
 

NOW ONLY
$99.99

The Satisfyer Pro 2 enables multiple and incredibly intense
orgasms within minutes. With its oval head, innovative
vacuum technology and touch-free massage, it provides an
extra dose of pleasure. The  Satisfyer Pro 2 is waterproof,
providing even more fun, especially underwater.

NOW ONLY
$94.99

 With a raised body and large surface area made of super soft silicone, the SEXY
SECRET provides nice general stimulation of the vulva. This succulent panty vibe
comes with a magnet, to be sure it is always held in the perfect place. Date night
just got a whole lot more exciting!
- Whisper mode                         - Waterproof IPX7
- Rechargeable                           - Body-friendly silicone



Adam & Eve Adam's True Feel Cock - 
Flesh  (7'') Dong

 

$84.99
Close your eyes – it feels so real. Dual density
material is soft to touch, hard where it matters most!
Sexy veined texture, ample length and girth provide
deep satisfaction. Classic cock has a suction cup base
that keeps it steady while you ride with pleasure. It’s
fun in the bath or shower! Clean up is easy with Adam
& Eve Toy Cleaner and warm water rinse.

NOW ONLY
$79.99

- Made from True Feel TPE
- Phthalate and latex free
- Looks & feels like the real thing

- 17.8 cm (7'') tall, 14 cm (5.5'') insertable, 
   3.8 cm (1.5'') wide
- Suction cup base for hands-free play
- Harness compatible

$49.99

Hard AF - Male Erection Cream - 44 ml  Tube
 
 

Go the extra mile with Little Genie’s Hard AF Erection
Enhancer. Hard AF’s special formulation for creating
long lasting erections to enhance sexual play for you and
your lover. Get Hard AF today and make your lover Happy
AF.

NOW ONLY
$44.99



NOW ONLY
$44.99

Wicked Awaken - Stimulating Gel for Women -
8.6 ml Tube

 
$49.99

Awaken Clitoral Massage Gel has been created to heighten
sensitivity and enhance libido with a finely crafted herbal
blend of botanics and aphrodisiacs. Use alone or with a     

- Vegan
- L-Arginine Free
- Glycerin Free

- Paraben Free
- Safe for use with toys
- Latex friendly
- pH balanced

partner for intense sensation and blissful 
satisfaction.

Wicked Aqua - Water Based Lubricant 
- 60 ml Bottle

 

Incredibly luxurious and silky smooth, this unique blend of
spa quality ingredients, enriched with Aloe & Vitamin E is so
rich you will be surprised it is not silicone! Absorbs
completely with no residue, AQUA is designed to heighten
sensation & intensify ecstasy. Being Wicked has never felt so
good.

NOW ONLY
$29.99

$34.99

- Fragrance Free
- Paraben–Free
- Latex Friendly

- Long Lasting
- Never Sticky
- Vegan – No Animal By-products or testing



Edible Massage Candle Threesome 
- Cherry, Strawberry & Melon 

Flavoured Candles - 3 Pack
 NOW ONLY

$42.99
$57.99

This sexy candle combo provides the same great
skin benefits and spa-quality massage as our full-

sized massage candles. The Candle Threesome
contains three 56 g candles of our best-selling

flavours (Watermelon, Cherry, and Strawberry).
Perfect for any gift-giving occasion.

$49.99

Satisfyer Masturbator Eggs-Set of 3

Practical masturbation device for on the go.
- Because of the innovative cyber-skin, there’s no
need to add lubricant
- Simply add a drop of moisture to activate
- Varying inner shapes: surprise and delight with
nuanced sensations
- Available in many different exciting shapes to try
out
- Perfect travel companion thanks to its compact size

Introductory 
Offer

$44.99

Mixed
Pack 1

Mixed
Pack 2



You are allowed to want sex, enjoy sex,
you are allowed to masturbate, in fact you
should, how can someone else know how
to please you if you don't know what  feels
good to you. Trying new things,
experimenting is all part of the fun and
doing that firstly with yourself opens up a
world of fun and pleasure with a partner.

SEX IS PLEASURE, pure and simple. There
should be no right or wrongs, no
judgments, no shame. The one thing I
always say when I'm at a Nauti Party is -
"why not give it a go, if you are both into it
and consenting then go for it, if you don't
enjoy it don't do it again.  
If we all talked with our friends more
about our bedroom activities, we might
actually be surprised that we are not as
"freaky" as we thought, they are doing just
as "freaky"  things if not more so and SEX
and PLEASURE really is just a normal part
of a healthy relationship..

Donna Craig
General Manager
NautiNZ
NautiParties

Own Your Pleasure
I just finished watching "The Principles of
Pleasure" on Netflix (highly recommend it)
and it made me think how far we have
come in terms of openness around sex
and pleasure but also how much more
education and talking and sharing is
needed!
As a woman in my early 40's who now
owns and runs a sextoy business I have
learnt a hell of a lot over this journey in
the last 3 or so years, and still have a lot 
 to learn and grow.  

Growing up we didn't talk about sex, in
fact I'm still waiting for my sex talk from
my mum!  We got the basic puberty talk at
school and I don't remember Sex Ed from
High School apart from putting a condom
on a banana and us all being very giggly...
It wasn't something we really spoke about
with friends unless we had had few drinks
but never in great detail.

YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW!  
Unless we open up and talk about sex,
share our experiences with our friends we
don't really know what we are missing out
on, or if what we are wanting or feeling or
experiencing is "normal".  If more women
came together and opened up about their
sex lives we could all help each other to
learn and grow in our own sexuality.



Satisfyer Double Wand-er
App Controlled Wand (WHITE ONLY)

 
$289.99

NOW ONLY
$169.99

With two unique, interchangeable heads attachments the Double Wand-er Woman
can take you from pleasurable full body vibrations to targeted stimulation. The
journey is all yours to explore as you easily detach and re-attach a sensual pressure
bulb with delicate ribbing or a flexible finger-like attachment with a come-hither
curve to hit the spot!

super special

… It’s the new Double Wand-er of course! Not only is the Double
Wand-er Woman a more wondrously versatile wand, but it’s also

Satisfyer Connect app enabled!

- Compatible with any Android or Apple 
- Body-friendly silicone
- Whisper mode
- Rechargeable

WHILE
STOCKS

LAST



Want to
bring

 
 

to your
Region?

click here
to find

out more
today!!

NautiParties



NOW ONLY
$49.99$59.99

Sleek, sexy cuffs made for kinky bondage play can be used on
the wrists or ankles to give you total control.  These
comfortable cuffs feel soft and comfortable against the skin
while securely locking you in place. Connected by a chain with
a clip, the cuffs can be attached to each other or to other
chained bondage accessories.  
Available in Black and Blue.

WhipSmart Diamond Hand Cuffs  

WhipSmart Diamond Eye Mask 

NOW ONLY
$24.99$29.99

Close your eyes and let yourself escape to a kinky world of
bondage play.
Whether you are escaping into a world of kink exploration or
just want to dip your toes into the experience of sensation
play, a blindfold is a must-have for sensual experiences. The
Diamond Eye Mask not only provides comfortable, complete
coverage to block out any views but it also comes in a stylish
sleek black and blue diamond pattern to titillate your master
Available in Black and Blue.



WhipSmart Diamond Hogtie 

NOW ONLY
$99.99$119.99

Get wild with the Diamond Hogtie that binds your wrists
and ankles from behind, leaving you open for all kinds
of kinky play.
Explore the depths of your naughtiest desires with a
must-have accessory for fans of bondage play. The
Diamond Hogtie shines as a stylish tool for restraint
play with its four-way D-ring cuffing system that
comfortably keeps your sub in place. Each buckled cuff
can easily be unattached with an easy-to use-clip for
safe BDSM play.
Available in Black and Blue.

WhipSmart Diamond Collar & Leash 

NOW ONLY
$49.99$59.99

Lead your sexy sub to pleasure with a gorgeous gleaming
collar and leash. Take your sexy submissive for a walk on
the wild side with the Diamond Collar and Leash. A
dazzling diamond pattern makes this accessory shine as a
stylish must-have for those that like to let their
imagination run wild. D-rings connect the collar and the
leash to the attached chain, offering you various options
for play.
Available in Black and Blue.



PUT A RING ON IT
Cockrings - 

What you need to know.

What are they?  Well the name
says it all really. Simply they
are a ring that is worn around
the cock. 
Worn around the base of the penis and
sometimes the testicles to make erections
harder, bigger, and longer-lasting. They
can come is a variety of sizes and
materials - usually a rubber jelly type or
silicone.

Placed on once a partial or full erection
has occurred they work by slowing the
blood flow back away from the penis
allowing for the erection to last longer.
Cockrings can be beneficial if the wearer
struggles with Erectile Dysfunction, if an
erection is not possible at all then the use
of a penis pump first may also be an
option.
Some penis owners even with no erection
issues like to use a cockring as they make
your erections harder and stronger, and
well who wouldn't want that?

Another benefit of wearing a cockring is it
may increase sensation, which can make
masturbation, oral sex, and intercourse
more pleasurable.

If you’re using a cock ring for ED, speak
to your healthcare provider first to rule
out any underlying medical conditions.
Don’t wear a cock ring for more than 20
minutes at a time.
Use a bit of lube to make the ring
easier to get on and off.
Unless you’re using a flexible cock ring,
you’ll need to choose the right size so it
does its job without cutting off
circulation.
Avoid rings made of materials you may
be allergic to, such as certain metals or
latex.
Wash cock rings and other sex toys
after every use to get rid of bacteria
and reduce the risk of STI transmission.
Take it off if you feel any discomfort or
pain, or notice any bruising.

Cock rings slow blood flow and prolong
sensation, which can also result in more
powerful orgasms - again who doesn't
want that!  

Here are some cock ring safety tips to help
you get the most out of them without an
embarrassing trip to the ER

SAFETY TIPS

https://www.healthline.com/health/erectile-dysfunction/surprising-facts#1
https://www.healthline.com/health/allergies/latex
https://www.healthline.com/health/sex-toys-to-match-your-personality#1
https://www.healthline.com/health/sexually-transmitted-diseases/symptoms


Now we cant discuss cockrings without
mentioning the Vibrating Variety.
Vibration adds in clitoral stimulation
while keeping everyone's hands free.
Again they come in a variety of styles,
sizes, colours and intensities.
Alternatively the cockring could be
turned around to give vibration to the
balls and taint area of the wearer.. 

 

So many options and so much fun to be had... 
Get experimenting!



All Products
Nauti Parties kit products that are what you see at a party are just a
taste of what we have to offer.  Our website carries hundreds of
products set out in easy categories so you can find just what you are
wanting.  Simply go to ALL PRODUCTS then in the left corner click the
down arrow by FILTER and then scroll for the category you want.

ANAL TOYS DONGS

KITS MASTURBATORS

PUMPS VIBRATORS/RABBITS



Great Products-Education-Fun

Shopping for Sex Toys can
be overwhelming.

So many options, what do they do?
Where do they go?......

Let NautiParties make 
it and easy.....  We 

bring  the products to 
you, we educate you

about them.
And we make it FUN!!



 Flavored Edible Massage Oils that are  pure
enough to eat, and these have the taste to
prove it. These Flavored Edible Massage Oils
use 100% natural blend of skin oils
(including Hemp, Almond, Grape Seed,
Apricot and Vitamin E) provide a slick,
professional glide, while slowly absorbing to
moisturize and condition your skin, without
any greasy residue. They're spa quality
brought straight to your bedroom with
subtle flavorings that add a hint of
playfulness to any setting. Your newly
smooth and supple skin (and partner) will
thank you. 

The Benefits of Hemp Oil in
Skin Care

A result of cold-pressing hemp seeds,
Hemp Seed Oil, or often referred to
as “hemp oil”, boasts several benefits
when applied to skin, including
excellent ability to moisturize and
soothe. Additionally, hemp oil has
anti-aging properties and is said to
help reduce fine lines and wrinkles.
Hemp Oil is no doubt a great
addition to your daily skin care
routine.



www.nautiparties.co.nz


